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Abstract

Tail biting trellis codes and block concatenated codes are discussed from random

coding arguments. Error exponents and decoding complexity for generalized tail biting

(GTB) random trellis codes, and their relationships are derived, where the GTB trellis codes

consist of full tail biting (FTB) trellis codes, partial tail biting (PTB) trellis codes and direct

truncated (DT) trellis codes. We show that the PTB trellis codes at all rates except for low

rates are superior to all of the GTB trellis codes, in a sense that they have smaller upper

bound on the probability of decoding error for given decoding complexity. We then propose

the generalized version of the block concatenated codes constructed by the GTB trellis inner

codes, and derive error exponents and the decoding complexity for the proposed code. The

results obtained show that the DT trellis inner codes are effective among the GTB trellis

inner codes for constructing the generalized version of the concatenated codes to keep the

same decoding complexity as the original concatenated codes. We also show that larger error
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exponents are obtained by the generalized version of concatenated codes, if the decoding

complexity is allowed to be larger than that of the original concatenated code, although it is

still in polynomial order.

Keywords : Trellis code, tail biting, block codes, concatenated codes, error exponent, decoding

complexity.

1. Introduction

Generalized tail biting (GTB) trellis codes [7] are known to be one

of the most powerful codes for converting trellis codes into block codes

with no loss in rates. The GTB trellis codes consist of full tail biting (FTB)

trellis codes, partial tail biting (PTB) trellis codes and direct truncated (DT)

trellis coeds. Since the FTB trellis codes require an intolerable increase in

decoding complexity, much efforts have been devoted to the studies on

suboptimum decoding algorithms for the FTB trellis codes [1, 7] or efficient

maximum likelihood decoding algorithms for the GTB trellis codes [9].

Unfortunately, however, the decoding complexity of the latter algorithms

in worst cases is the same as that of the complete maximum likelihood

decoding algorithm, although it is asymptotically the same as that of the

Viterbi algorithm when the signal to noise ratio becomes large.

On the other hand, we assume the using of complete maximum

likelihood decoding of the GTB trellis codes, since we are interested in

random coding arguments. The q -ary GTB trellis code can be constructed

as follows: Let the encoder be initialized by the last part v′(≤ v) symbols

of the information symbols of length u , where v is the constraint length

of the trellis code, and ignore the output of the encoder corresponding

to v ’ information symbols. Next input all u information symbols into the

encoder yielding b channel symbols per information symbol and output

the codeword of length N = ub , where rate r is defined by r = 1
b ln q . We

then have a (ub, u) block code over GF(q) . Note that the case of v′ = v

gives the FTB trellis code, and that of v′ = 0, the DT trellis code.

We have analyzed error exponents and the decoding complexity for

the FTB random trellis code and the block concatenated [2] with the FTB

trellis inner codes [4].

In this paper, we discuss the GTB trellis codes and the block concate-

nated codes with the GTB trellis inner codes. There is a possibility such

that the probability of decoding error for the GTB trellis codes is smaller

than that of ordinary block codes with the same decoding complexity,


